COALITE COMMUNITY LIAISON GROUP MINUTES
MEETING: 28th June 2017 6:30pm to 8:00pm
Arkwright Centre, Hardwick Drive, Arkwright Town, Chesterfield, S44 5BS

Ref

Item

1

Attendance
Alison Westray-Chapman, Aiden Maltman, Lucy Withers, Cllr Mark Dixey,
Mark Adams, David Gillies, Cllr Rose Bowler, Cllr Sue Statter, Cllr Brian
Murray Carr, Alun Hayes, Melissa Rose, Cllr Pat Kerry, Chris Hepworth
Apologies
Nigel Lax, Rob Cooke, Bernard Haigh, John Gillies

2

Agree minutes from previous meeting
Agreed

3

DSM update
-

Rob Cooke was unable to attend but provided a written report which
Alun read out. Written report attached with these minutes.

-

Aiden led a discussion on removal and masking of odorous material
including burying/removal options.

-

Grant funding/programme was discussed

-

Director of Public Health England to sit on management group

-

Alison advised that Operations Group usually takes place prior to CLG
but is out of synch this month with the next group on 7th July,
therefore less to report today

-

Alison advised that developer had indicated market interest remained
encouraging, and bodes well for projected jobs of 1500

-

Mark said work expected relating to major hotspots, material would be

moved off site or moved to treatment area
-

DSM had proposals to stockpile into bigger area which Mark has a few
questions on….particularly in the absence of FROG data, which is
expected soon

-

Mark advised the need to talk through process…there may be lots of
activity, then nothing for a while until reserved matters

-

DSM/EA looking at permits/renewals

-

Lucy advised that now that materials in treatment area we can review
methodology and whether it is right approach to remediation

-

Lucy advised that council will consider odours as part of reserve
matters applications

-

DSM looking at management of odour and minimising it with
aspiration to eradicate it

-

Cllr Dixey noted that where there has been a period were there has
been little odour, people will get used to it being low and this could
precipitate complaints

-

Mark advised that methods evolve over time….will always try to
improve things. EA want the reassurance of data from FROG –
especially if site is mothballed

-

A further discussion on odour was led by Chris

-

Chris also discussed the other site on the opposite side of Buttermilk
Lane on the other side. Started to undertake investigations but there
was less concern re: odour for this site

-

Aiden advised EA had asked for more investigations on this site to
reduce uncertainty - this is the reason why Chris is undertaking work

-

Never know what is in there until lift material but the more site
investigation undertaken prior to work starting, the better. EA is
reassured by focus on investigations

-

EA advised that stockpiled soil will need turning – onus on DSM to
think about how and when to do it to mitigate impact and ensure
control. Expect DSM and the operators to think through why and
when

-

Process has involved learning e.g. smells more when it rains –
important information

4

-

The idea of the open day was discussed and the importance the
importance of before that is arranged it is crucial to have answers to
questions about what is going where re: future development

-

Cllr Pat Kerry suggested deferring this until plans were more
developed. CLG Agreed.

-

A Masterplan board was discussed for the site, which we understand
Nigel Lax is arranging once plans are developed further

-

Melissa Rose discussed public concern re health which she felt should
have been dealt with from start. Allison advised that it was.

-

Mark advised that gathering of data continues and still have data
coming in but everyone wants to get down to minute detail to rule out
all eventualities ….might be overkill but we want to be reassured so
we can reassure public.

-

Mark advised that if there was anything EA considered a risk…DSM
wouldn’t be operating

-

As part of 4 or 5 further phases…this process allows us to iron thngs
out. The thing with odour is just because you can smell it doesn’t
mean it’s harmful. EA will get that reassurance and will keep asking
for more info

-

Melissa asked whether measuring of VOCs was in live time

-

Lucy said the monitoring would measure semi volatile organic
compounds too

-

A question was raised about which microorganisms where being used
on soils? – Rob Cooke to provide answer

-

Sue Statter – said it was important to consider future communication
in the context of safety versus odour

Communications Update
-

Update on Comms provided by Alun Hayes

-

It was agreed that the July meeting of the CLG would be cancelled

-

Rob’s written report to be circulated with minutes. Alun Hayes to
action

-

Lucy Wither asked that weekly reports should be updated on the
website. Alun Hayes to action

-

Alun reported on resident enquiries

5

AOB

6

Dates of next meetings
23 August, 27 September, 17th October, 29 November, 13th December

